Diagnosis of Delusion and Hallucination from Schizophrenia Patient Using RADWT.
In this paper, early detection of schizophrenia types such as hallucination and delusion propose through the high Q-factor of RADWT in EEG signal acquired during the cognitive task of the patient. The earlier diagnose obtains from the energy distribution of the EEG signal in the high resolution via optimum tuning in dilation factor,which influences the Q-factor, redundancy and ringing in the EEG signal. The early detection of type of schizophrenia prevents the illness progression and lifelong disease. In existing clinical trial, the psych clinician diagnose only the schizophrenia disease through the standard DSM screening question and Prodromal signs checklist according to the standard of American Psychiatric Association. Furthermore, clinician tries to diagnose the disease through brain imaging and EEG signal. However, procedure in the diagnosis of Schizophrenia possible only in the acute stage, minimum after 2 years of illness progression and still sub classification of the type of schizophrenia is a challenging task. In the proposed system, we acquire EEG signal during the three conditions such as reverse counting of the number, screening questions (DSM), and eye rest state with a distance of 1-m part of the clinician and patient to analyse cognitive behaviour. From the result of 25 patients EEG, signal during cognitive task show the different sub band energy pattern in RADWT to distinguish hallucination and delusion patient exactly for 21 patients and provide 84% of accuracy in sub-classification of type schizophrenia.